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This paper develops a rate-dependent homogenization based continuum plasticity damage
model (HCPD) model for computationally efficient analysis of ductile failure in porous duc-
tile materials containing brittle inclusions. The HCPD model developed has the overall
structure of the anisotropic Gurson–Tvergaard–Needleman (GTN) model for porous ductile
materials. The material is assumed to remain orthotropic in an evolving principal material
coordinate system throughout the deformation history. The rate-dependency of plastic
deformation is captured through an over-stress viscoplastic model. The anisotropic visco-
plasticity parameters in the HCPD model depend on morphological features of the micro-
structure as well as on the plastic deformation. They are calibrated from homogenization of
evolving micro-variables in a representative volume element (RVE) of the microstructure.
Micromechanical analyses of the RVE are performed using the rate-dependent locally
enhanced Voronoi cell finite element model (LE-VCFEM) [8,26]. This work also introduces
a novel rate-dependent void nucleation criterion due to inclusion and matrix cracking in
the underlying microstrucure. Predictions of the rate-dependent HCPD model for a cast
aluminum alloy are compared with the homogenized response obtained with LE-VCFEM
micromechanical analyses of the actual microstructure with excellent agreement.

� 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Metals and alloys in commercial application often contain heterogeneities like particulates, precipitates, intermetallics or
voids in the microstructure. The micrograph of Al–Si–Mg hypoeutectic cast aluminum alloy W319, shown in Fig. 1, com-
prises age-hardened aluminum matrix, strengthened by Mg/Si and a dispersion of brittle Si particulates. The spatial distri-
bution of the silicon particulates depends on the casting procedure and especially on the rate of heat extraction [15]. The
solidification process pushes particulates into the regions between the evolving secondary dendrite arms. The heterogene-
ities often have adverse effects on failure properties like ductility of the overall material. Hence it is important to include the
effects of morphology and distributions of heterogeneities in numerical models for deformation and failure. Cast alloys with
small secondary dendrite arm spacing (SDAS) can be readily modeled using the locally enhanced Voronoi cell finite element
model or LE-VCFEM developed by Ghosh et al. [8,20,26]. Alloys with large SDAS on the other hand can be modeled using a
two-stage homogenization technique developed in [25]. The microscopic mechanisms leading to ductile failure in multi-
phase materials such as cast aluminum alloys or discretely reinforced aluminum alloys (DRA) are void nucleation due to par-
ticle fragmentation and/or interface debonding, followed by void growth and coalescence within the matrix. Nucleation and
. All rights reserved.
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Fig. 1. (a) Micrograph of a cast aluminum alloy W319 (192 lm � 192 lm), (b) RVE of the microstructure in (a) (48 lm � 48 lm). This RVE is referred to as
RVE 3.
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growth of voids in the microstructure are very sensitive to the local morphological parameters and constitutive parameters
[37]. It has been recently shown in [26] that damage evolution in the microstructure is also very sensitive to the strain rate.

The need for robust continuum (macroscopic) constitutive models, accounting for important morphological and material
effects, is derived from the prohibitively large computational resources that would be required for large scale simulations
with an explicit representation of each heterogeneity and their location in the microstructure. Various continuum constitu-
tive models have been proposed for deformation and failure in heterogeneous materials based on phenomenological and
micromechanical approaches. Many of the phenomenological models incorporate evolutionary variables that are formulated
from experimental observations. However, their robustness is generally impaired by the lack of underlying mechanics and
physics, as well as adequate microstructural representation. Alternatively, micromechanical models incorporate morpholog-
ical details and solve boundary value problems of the representative volume element (RVE) to predict constitutive response
at the macroscopic level. Such an RVE for the microstructure in Fig. 1a is shown in Fig. 1b. There are various analytical micro-
mechanical models like those based on variational bounding methods, e.g. [38,29] and those based on effective medium
approximations, e.g. [17,24]. These methods have limited capabilities for dealing with material nonlinearities, non-propor-
tional load histories and complex morphologies. Multi-scale homogenization theories using asymptotic expansions and peri-
odicity assumptions [2,31], for information transfer between macro- and micro-scales have been used for estimating
averaged material properties of heterogeneous materials. Ghosh et al. [8,12–14] have implemented the asymptotic homog-
enization method with the micromechanical Voronoi cell finite element method (VCFEM) for multi-scale analysis of defor-
mation and damage in nonuniformly dispersed microstructures. Micromechanical analysis that incorporate details of
microstructural morphology, and deformation and failure mechanisms are computationally very expensive. Hierarchical
models, such as the FE2 multi-scale methods [6,5], on the other hand solve micro-mechanical RVE or unit cell models in
every increment to obtain homogenized properties for macroscopic analysis. However, this method can be very expensive,
as it entails solving the RVE micromechanical problem for every element integration point in the computational domain.

To overcome the shortcomings of prohibitive computational overhead, Ghosh et al. have developed the homogenization
based continuum plasticity-damage (HCPD) model for heterogeneous materials undergoing ductile failure with evolving
porosity [9]. The model represents the effect of morphological features and evolving microstructural mechanisms through
evolving, anisotropic parameters. Parameters are established from homogenization of RVE response at microscopic scales.
These reduced-order constitutive models are significantly more efficient than the FE2 type models since they have limited
information on microstructural morphology and do not have to solve the RVE problem in every step. The HCPD model is
based on the Gurson–Tvergaard–Needleman or GTN model framework established in [16,4,34,35] that account for void
nucleation, growth and coalescence. GTN models in which matrix anisotropy has been characterized by Hill’s quadratic yield
criterion have been proposed in [36,3]. Studies in [7] have shown that the yield surface of porous materials with rigid inclu-
sions retain the form of the GTN yield surface.

The present paper extends the constitutive model proposed in [9] to account for rate dependent deformation and damage
in heterogeneous metals and alloys. In [25], a rate-dependent homogenized over-stress viscoplasticity model has been devel-
oped for heterogeneous metals, but without any voids or damage. The present rate-dependent HCPD model introduces a no-
vel damage evolution law. History dependence, resulting from local variations of the rate of deformation, is captured by the
introduction of a new state variable quantifying the local fraction of cracked inclusion in the underlying microstructure. Cal-
ibration of the parameters in the rate-dependent HCPD model is performed by applying plane strain states of deformation on
a 2D microstructure taken from a micrograph. While, it is acknowledged that a full 3D analysis would provide a more accu-
rate representation of ductile fracture mechanisms in cast aluminum alloys, this paper is restricted to 2D analyses of inclu-
sion and matrix cracking using the 2D LE-VCFEM discussed in Hu and Ghosh [20]. 2D analyses in Hu and Ghosh [20] have
shown reasonably good agreement with experimental tests for microstructural deformation. Development of the rate-
dependent HCPD model requires the following computational tools and procedures:
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(1) Locally enhanced Voronoi cell FEM or LE-VCFEM: All micromechanics simulations required for calibrating the rate-
dependent HCPD model material parameters are done by LE-VCFEM [8,22,23,20]. It offers significant advantages in
both efficiency and accuracy of micromechanical simulations for microstructures containing large number of hetero-
geneities. LE-VCFEM has been developed for viscoplastic materials in [26].

(2) RVE identification: The size of the microstructural RVE or statistically equivalent RVE (SERVE) is an important param-
eter in the determination of homogenized microstructural properties. Various methods of identification of the SERVE,
with and without damage, are described in [8,33,32,9]. A SERVE should be location independent in the microstructure
in terms of yielding macroscopic response functions. Identification of the SERVE in this paper for a cast aluminum
alloy W319 microstructure follows the method described in [9].

(3) Asymptotic expansion based homogenization (AEH): Development of the rate-dependent HCPD model requires evalua-
tion of material parameters from homogenized stresses, strains and other state variables in the microstructural SERVE.
The asymptotic expansion homogenization (AEH) method has been developed in [2,31] for homogenized constitutive
models of heterogeneous materials. Ghosh et al. [8,13,14,30,10,?] have implemented the AEH method in conjunction
with the micromechanical LE-VCFEM analysis. This is used in the development of this model.

The structure of the paper is as follows. The HCPD model is discussed for rate-dependent porous elastic–viscoplastic het-
erogeneous materials in Section 3. The procedure for calibration of the HCPD model material parameters is described in Sec-
tion 4. Numerical examples and validations are presented in Section 5 for a computer simulated microstructural SERVE.
Finally, the rate-dependent HCPD model is implemented in a macroscopic finite element analysis model and its predictive
capabilities are assessed by comparing results with pure micromechanics simulations.

2. Micro-mechanical model and constitutive relations for individual phases

Micromechanical analysis of deformation and failure in heterogeneous materials, consisting of brittle inclusions in a duc-
tile matrix, is conducted using the locally enhanced Voronoi cell finite element model or LE-VCFEM developed in [8,26]. The
inclusions in a 2D microstructural section are assumed to be elastic and undergoing brittle fracture, while the matrix is rep-
resented by a rate and pressure-dependent elasto-viscoplastic model for porous materials undergoing ductile failure. Details
of the adaptive, locally enhanced, hybrid LE-VCFEM formulation that admits local softening due to damage of the microstruc-
ture are provided in [8,21,26].

The inclusion phase in each Voronoi cell element is assumed to be isotropic, linear elastic. Instantaneous cracking of the
inclusion follows a Weibull distribution based initiation criterion in [8,26], where a crack initiates when the probability func-
tion Pfrag at any point in the inclusion exceeds a critical value. The probability function is defined as:
Pfrag v;rc
I

� �
¼ 1� exp � v

v0

rc
I

rw

� �m� �
ð1Þ
where m and rw are the Weibull modulus and the characteristic strength respectively and v0 is a reference volume that
scales with the microstructure. The probability function incorporates the inclusion size v and the maximum principal stress
rc

I in its interior. The critical probability is taken to be Pcr
frag ¼ 95%. If this criterion is met at a point, an elliptical crack is intro-

duced, which instantaneously extends to the inclusion boundary and fragments it.
The matrix phase is modeled as a rate-dependent elastic–viscoplastic material containing microscopic voids. The consti-

tutive equations are developed in [26] as a rate-dependent viscoplasticity extension of the conventional rate-independent
Gurson–Tvergaard–Needleman (GTN) model in [4,35]. The total strain-rate is assumed to admit an additive decomposition
into an elastic and viscoplastic part as:
_� ¼ _�e þ _�p ð2Þ
For small strains, the rate of Cauchy stress _r is related to the elastic part of the strain rate tensor as: _r ¼ Ce : _�e, where Ce

is the fourth order isotropic elasticity tensor. The viscoplastic behavior of the porous ductile matrix is governed by the GTN
yield function as:
/vp ¼ q
�rM

� �2

þ 2f �q1 cosh �3q2p
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� ð1þ q3f �2Þ ¼ 0 ð3Þ
where q ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3
2 r0 : r0

q
and p ¼ � 1

3 r : I are the Von-Mises equivalent stress and the hydrostatic pressure respectively, r0 is the
deviatoric stress and q1,q2,q3 are void growth related parameters. f⁄ is a function of the void volume fraction f that is ex-
pressed in Eq. (18). The subscript M is used to designate association with the pure matrix material without voids. Hence,
�rM denotes the equivalent stress acting in the pure underlying viscoplastic matrix without voids. Deformation in the matrix
material is assumed to be governed by the over-stress model of [28], for which the viscoplastic strain-rate is expressed as
[11]:
_�p
M ¼ chUMðFMÞi

@�rM=@rM

k@�rM=@rMk
ð4Þ
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Here c is a temperature dependent viscosity coefficient and hi is the MacCauley operator. UM(FM) is a function of the over-
stress FM, which is a measure of excess stress over the rate-independent local yield strength r0 (an internal state variable). It
is expressed as:
FM ¼ �rM � r0ðWpÞ ð5Þ

The viscoplastic strain rate in Eq. (4) follows the associated flow rule and hence satisfies normality and incompressibility

conditions. Here Wp is the inelastic work and �rM ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3
2 r0M : r0M

q	 

in Eq. (3) is the effective stress in the matrix. A power law

expression is chosen for the function UM(F) = Fp as it adequately represents the behavior of many metals [28]. A linear hard-
ening law is chosen for the evolution of the yield strength r0. The rate of evolution of r0 depends on the matrix equivalent

plastic strain rate _��p
M ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2
3

_�p
M : _�p

M

q	 

and the inelastic work as:
_r0 ¼ hðWpÞ _��p
M ð6Þ
where h(Wp) is the instantaneous plastic modulus. From Eq. (4), the equivalent plastic strain rate _��p
M can be expressed in

terms of the over-stress function as:
_��p
M ¼

ffiffiffi
2
3

r
chUMðFÞi ð7Þ
Returning to the rate and pressure-dependent plasticity equations governing the porous matrix material behavior, the
overall plastic strain rate is derived from the associated flow rule as:
_�p ¼ _k
@/vp

@r
ð8Þ
where _k is a viscoplastic multiplier that can be derived in terms of the matrix plastic strain rate _�p
M . Assuming that the Hill–

Mandel micro–macro energy condition [19] governs homogenization conditions for the porous matrix material, the rate of
dissipative energy in the porous matrix material can be expressed as the product of the local equivalent stress �rM and equiv-
alent strain rate _��p

M i.e.
r : _�p ¼ rM : _�p
M ¼ ð1� f Þ�rM

_��p
M ð9Þ
The overbar in Eq. (9) corresponds to the ensemble average over a representative volume element. The viscoplastic multi-
plier _k may be obtained by substituting the flow rule (8) into the energy Eq. (9) as:
_k ¼ ð1� f Þ
ffiffiffi
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The resulting flow rule is stated as:
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The rate of evolution of the local macroscopic void volume fraction f is divided into growth and nucleation parts [4,35], as:
_f ¼ _f growth þ _f nucleation ð12Þ
The matrix void growth rate due to the dilatation is:
_f growth ¼ ð1� f Þ _�p
kk ð13Þ
The rate of plastic strain controlled void nucleation is expressed in terms of the effective plastic strain ��p
M in the underlying

matrix [4] as:
_f nucleation ¼ A ��p
M

� �
_��p

M ð14Þ
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Here �N is the mean nucleation strain, sN is its standard deviation, and fN is the intensity of void nucleation.
In [26,20] a material length scale has been incorporated in the form of a nonlocal model to avoid mesh sensitivity. In this

formulation, the nonlocal growth rate of the void volume fraction at a material point �x is given as:
_f non�local ¼ 1
Wð�xÞ

Z
Xm

_f ðxÞwðjx� �xjÞ dX ð16Þ
where
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Wð�xÞ ¼
Z

Xm

wðjx� �xjÞ dX and wðjxjÞ ¼ 1
1þ ðjxj=LÞp
� �q
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Here p = 8, q = 2 and L > 0 is a material characteristic length, which regularizes the localization problem. In classical homog-
enization theories, the size of the microstructural domain or RVE does not affect the solution. The use of a non-local evolu-
tion law for void volume fraction f in Eq. (17) introduces a length scale L to the problem and hence, the size of the
microstructural region affects the solution. For the cast aluminum microstructure studied in this paper, numerical experi-
ments determine that a value L = 0.014 regularizes the solution adequately. The weighting function w(jxj) = 1 at jxj = 0,
w(jxj) = 0.25 at jxj = L and w(jxj) ? 0 "jxj > L with a narrow transition region. Non-locality is associated with spatial gradients
of _f .

Finally, an acceleration function f⁄ is introduced in Eq. (3) to model the complete loss of material stress carrying capacity
due to void coalescence [35] as:
f � ¼
f f 6 fc

fc þ f �u�fc
ff�fc
ðf � fcÞ f > fc

(
ð18Þ
fc is the critical void volume fraction at which void coalescence first occurs and ff is the value at final failure. As the void vol-
ume fraction f ? ff, the acceleration function f � ! f �u ¼ 1=q1. At this value, the yield surface shrinks to a point manifesting
loss of material load capacity. To avoid numerical difficulties, f ? 0.95ff is used in Eq. (18). The value of f is frozen once it
reaches 0.95ff at an element quadrature point, implying local ductile material failure.

3. A rate-dependent homogenization-based continuum plasticity-damage (HCPD) model for theheterogeneous porous
material

Micromechanical analyses of the heterogeneous microstructural RVEs with the constitutive models described in Section 2
are used to develop a macroscopic homogenization based continuum plasticity-damage or HCPD model for the equivalent
material. The phases represented in this model are the ductile matrix containing microvoids and the brittle inclusions.
The HCPD model assumes an anisotropic rate-dependent elasto-viscoplasticity framework for materials with evolving poros-
ity. It is an extension of the equivalent viscoplastic model for non-porous materials that has been developed in [25]. In the
HCPD constitutive model, the total homogenized strain rate is assumed to admit an additive decomposition into homoge-
nized elastic and viscoplastic parts as:
_�e ¼ _�ee þ _�ep ð19Þ
For small elastic strains, the rate of homogenized Cauchy stress _R is related to the elastic part of the strain rate tensor as:
_R ¼ Ce : _�ee ð20Þ
where Ce is the homogenized fourth order anisotropic elasticity tensor.
Following the structure of GTN models in [16,34,35,9], the effective GTN yield function in the HCPD model is expressed

as:
�/ ¼
R2

eq

ð�rcÞ2
þ 2Q 1

�f � cosh
3Q 2

2
Rhyd

�rc

 !
� 1� ðQ 1

�f �Þ2 ¼ 0 ð21Þ
�/ corresponds to the loading surface for the homogenized three phase material in the stress space. Rhyd ¼ R1þR2þR3
3

� �
is the

homogenized hydrostatic stresses, while The homogenized equivalent stress Req under plane strain or plane stress condi-
tions is expressed in the form of the anisotropic yield function in [18] as:
R2
eq ¼ bF ðR22 � R33Þ2 þ bGðR33 � R11Þ2 þ bHðR11 � R22Þ2 þ bCR2

12 ð22Þ
Stress components are expressed in a material-damage principal coordinate system, defined in Section 3.1. The anisot-
ropy coefficients bF ; bG; bH and bC in Eq. (22) are functions of the plastic work Wp [25]. The functional forms of these coefficients
in terms of Wp are determined from homogenized response of the statistically equivalent RVE or SERVE. The denominator �rc

is the flow stress for the rate-dependent composite material consisting of the matrix and inclusions, but without voids. Cor-
respondingly the over-stress function F in the viscoplasticity flow rule of [28] is expressed as:
F ¼ �rc � Yf ðWpÞ ð23Þ
The over-stress function F is a measure of the excess stress over the rate-independent homogenized yield strength Yf(Wp)
of the heterogeneous material without any voids. Its dependence on inelastic work Wp incorporates the effect of work-hard-
ening. �f � is the acceleration function of the macroscopic void volume fraction �f similar to that given in (18). Finally, the
parameters Q1 and Q2 govern the void evolution in the macroscopic model and are also determined by homogenization.

The viscoplastic strain-rate tensor is orthogonal to the loading surface in the stress space and is written as:
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_�ep ¼ _KN; where N ¼ @
�/

@R
ð24Þ
The homogenized viscoplastic multiplier _K is obtained from the Hill–Mandel energy equivalence condition [19] governing
homogenization. The rate of plastic work for the porous matrix material containing inclusions is expressed as:
R : _�ep ¼ ð1� f Þ�rc
_��p

c ¼ ð1� f Þrc : _�p
c ð25Þ
where _��p
c is the effective plastic strain rate in the matrix with inclusions in the absence of voids. rc and _�p

c ¼ _k @F
@rc

	 

are the

stress and strain rate tensors in the underlying heterogeneous matrix material without voids. The corresponding viscoplastic
multiplier according to [28] is given as:
_k ¼ C0UðFÞ ð26Þ
C0 is the temperature dependent viscosity coefficient and the function is expressed in a power law form as UðFÞ ¼ hFiP . The
constitutive relations have been described in [25], where the effective plastic strain rate in the matrix with inclusions is de-
rived as _��p ¼ _k. From equations (24) and (25), the macroscopic viscoplastic multiplier for the porous heterogeneous material
is obtained as:
_K ¼ ð1� f Þ�rc

R : N
C0hFiP ð27Þ
Finally, the rates of plastic work and void volume fraction are defined as:
_Wp ¼ R : _�ep ð28Þ
_f ¼ _f growth þ _f nucleation ð29Þ
The homogenized void growth law is the same as in (13) [9], i.e. _f growth ¼ ð1� f Þ _ep
kk. This results from plastic incompressibility

of the underlying matrix without voids. The void nucleation law _f nucleation is however a novel contribution of this work that
will be discussed later in Section 3.2.

3.1. Evolving anisotropy

The set of Eqs. (19)–(24) and (27)–(29) forms the constitutive model for the rate-dependent macroscopic simulation of
porous ductile material with inclusions, i.e. the rate-dependent HCPD model. It is important that this constitutive model
be described in an evolving material principal coordinate system. This system takes into account the effects of deformation
and damage histories on the evolution of anisotropy. As discussed in [9,25], initial macroscopic material anisotropy is due to
the presence of heterogeneities, e.g. brittle inclusions, in the microstructure. However, this anisotropy evolves with defor-
mation and void growth due to nonuniform and constrained plastic flow in the micro-channels between heterogeneities.
The equivalent stress Req in Eq. (21) is designed to accommodate both initial and evolving anisotropy. For plane strain prob-
lems, it is expressed using the anisotropic yield function Eq. (22).

The stress components, as well as other tensor variables, in the constitutive model are represented in the principal axes of
material anisotropy that evolves with deformation. The material is assumed to remain orthotropic in this system throughout
the deformation process. The use of this material coordinate system has been shown in [9] to capture the effects of non-pro-
portional load and deformation histories with very good accuracy. The angle b, delineating the principal axes of anisotropy
for plane strain analysis, is determined in every increment from the condition that the transformed tangent modulus Etan

ijkl

	 
0
in this system remains orthotropic. This condition renders the terms coupling normal and shear components of the tangent
modulus to be equal to zero, i.e.
Etan
1112

� �0 ¼ Etan
2212

� �0 ¼ Etan
3312

� �0 ¼ 0; ð30Þ
where Etan
ijkl

	 
0
¼ Q imQjnQkpQlqEtan

mnpq. The rotation matrix is expressed as:
½Q � ¼
cos b sin b 0
� sin b cos b 0

0 0 1

264
375
Anisotropy parameters bF ; bG; bH and bC in Eq. (22) are calibrated with respect to this principal coordinate system from
homogenization. These parameters evolve due to the constrained plastic flow resulting from the presence of heterogeneities.

3.2. Rate-dependent void nucleation criterion

Ductile failure in many metallic alloys such as cast aluminum initiates with inclusion fragmentation, which results in void
nucleation and growth. This microscopic damage mechanism manifests in the macroscopic rate-dependent HCPD model as
void nucleation in the microstructure. The void nucleation model proposed in this paper is an extension of the strain based
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rate-independent nucleation law in [9]. The morphology and distribution of inclusions is highly significant in governing
damage evolution in a porous ductile material with heterogeneities [37,26]. The rate-independent macroscopic damage re-
sponse of an RVE is plotted for two different tension loading directions in Fig. 2. It shows that the damage evolution process
is highly anisotropic.

In addition to morphological characteristics, the rate of deformation also plays a significant role on the microstructural
damage evolution. Sensitivity studies of ductile failure for different loading rates in [26,27] have concluded that the applied
strain-rate plays an important role on ductile fracture. The inclusion stresses are much higher for higher strain-rates than for
lower strain rates. This causes inclusion cracking at significantly lower strains. In addition, the matrix phase undergoes lower
plastic deformation at higher strain rates. This reduces void growth and localization of damage near cracked inclusions.
Strain to failure in heterogeneous ductile materials is thus governed by the competition between these two effects. The void
nucleation model in this paper is designed to accommodate this pronounced anisotropy and rate dependence of inclusion
cracking.

The homogenized void nucleation criterion in the HCPD model follows that for the inclusion cracking model discussed in
Section 2. However, instead of dependence on the local stresses as in Eq. (1), the homogenized nucleation criterion is ex-
pressed in terms of the macroscopic strains [9]. The HCPD void nucleation model follows the Weibull statistics based prob-
ability of fracture Pfr , and is expressed in terms of local strains and inclusion size v as:
Pfrðv ; ê; _̂eÞ ¼ 1� exp � v
v0

ê

e0ð _̂eÞ

 !mð _̂eÞ
24 35 ð31Þ
Here e0 and m are the Weibull parameters that are functions of local strain rate _̂e, and ê is an effective strain measure ex-
pressed as:
ê ¼ hAðhpÞ�e1 þ BðhpÞ�e2 þ CðhpÞ�e3i ð32Þ
Here �e1; �e2 and �e3 are macroscopic principal strains and h i is the MacCauley operator. Coefficients A, B and C are functions
of the angle of principal strain hp. Their functional forms are calibrated from micromechanical LE-VCFEM analysis of the RVE.
This dependence provides an effective way of incorporating damage anisotropy emerging from morphology and distribution
of inclusions in the microstructure.

The area fraction of cracked inclusions for an applied constant strain-rate _̂e is denoted by qcðê; _̂eÞ. It is expressed in terms
of the probability density function of the inclusion size p(v) and the probability of fracture Pfrðv ; ê; _̂eÞ as:
qcðê; _̂eÞ ¼
Z 1

0

v
v0

pðvÞPfrðv ; ê; _̂eÞ dv ð33Þ
where p(v) is the probability of finding an inclusion of size v. For a discrete distribution of inclusions in a finite sized RVE, the
probability density function p(v) is written as the discrete sum:
pðvÞ ¼
XN

i¼1

dðv � v iÞpðv iÞ ð34Þ
where d() is the Dirac delta function. N is the number of discrete divisions Vi in the range of volume fractions in the prob-
ability density function p(v). Substituting Eq. (34) into Eq. (33), yields:
qcðê; _̂eÞ ¼
Z 1

0

v
v0

XN

i¼1

dðv � v iÞpðv iÞ
" #

Pfrðv; ê; _̂eÞ dv ¼
XN

i¼1

Z 1

0

v
v0
½dðv � v iÞpðv iÞ�Pfrðv ; ê; _̂eÞ dv ð35Þ
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This leads to the following expression for the area fraction of cracked inclusions:
Fig. 3.
from 0.

Fig. 4.
from 0.
qcðê; _̂eÞ ¼
XN

i¼1

v i

v0
pðv iÞPfrðv i; ê; _̂eÞ ¼

XN

i¼1

v i

v0
pðv iÞ 1� exp � v i

v0

ê

e0ð _̂eÞ

 !mð _̂eÞ
24 350@ 1A ð36Þ
If all the particles have the same size, i.e. N = 1, p(v1) = 1, the area fraction of cracked inclusion can be derived from Eq. (36) as:
qcðê; _̂eÞ ¼ 1� exp � ê

e0ð _̂eÞ

 !mð _̂eÞ
24 35 ð37Þ
Eqs. (36) and (37) yield the area fractions qc of cracked inclusions for a fixed strain-rate throughout the load history. The
parameters e0 and m in Eq. (31) however, vary with the local strain-rate. To accommodate the effect of variation in local
strain-rates, the rate of evolution of the area fraction of cracked inclusions q, is assumed to be governed by the relation:
_q ¼ ~kH
dqcðê; _̂eÞ

dê
_̂e ð38Þ
The factor ~kH is introduced to account for the instantaneous change in strain rates. It reflects two scenarios corresponding
to the increase or decrease of the local strain rate at a material point. For an increase in the local strain rate, the instanta-
neous fraction of cracked inclusions qðêÞ is less than the instantaneous fraction of cracked inclusions at a constant strain rate

qcðê; _̂eÞ. This is clearly shown in Fig. 3. The inclusion stress increase resulting from the strain rate increase will cause addi-
tional inclusion cracking in comparison with that for the constant higher strain rate loading. This increase in inclusion crack-

ing is quantified by the factor ~kH ¼ 1�q
1�qcðê; _̂eÞ

> 1 in Eq. (38), which ensures that limê!1qðêÞ ¼ 1.
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When there is a decrease in local strain rate, the instantaneous fraction of cracked inclusions qðêÞ exceeds the instanta-
neous fraction of cracked inclusions at a constant strain rate qcðê; _̂eÞ, as shown in Fig. 4. This causes a stress reduction in the
inclusions due to decreased strain rate. Consequently, there is a temporary arrest of inclusion cracking as long as
qðêÞ > qcðê; _̂eÞ. This is quantified by the factor ~kH ¼ 0 in Eq. (38). In summary, the nucleation factor is expressed as
Fig. 5.
random
hardcor
~kH ¼
~k if~k P 1
0 if~k < 1

(
where ~k ¼ 1� q

1� qcðê; _̂eÞ
ð39Þ
The void nucleation rate model in the rate-dependent HCPD model may then be expressed in the form:
_f nucleation ¼ Vp _q ð40Þ
Vp is a material parameter that is calibrated from micro-mechanically simulated volume fractions of cracked inclusions at
given strain. The complete calibration procedure for the parameters e0, m, Vp, A, B and C is detailed in Section 4.3.

3.3. Numerical implementation of the rate-dependent HCPD model

The numerical implementation of the macroscopic rate-dependent HCPD model includes the return mapping algorithm
for rate-dependent plasticity developed in [1]. This algorithm consists of an initial elastic predictor step, where the elastic
response is assumed and the stresses are predicted. This is followed by the plastic corrector step which returns the stress
to the updated loading surface in stress space determined by the viscoplastic flow rule. The numerical stress update algo-
rithm is incorporated in the commercial code MSC-Nastran Marc through the user interface subroutine Uvscpl().

4. Calibration of material parameters in the rate-dependent HCPD model

The rate-dependent HCPD model parameters are calibrated from homogenized quantities obtained from asymptotic
expansion homogenization (AEH) of micromechanical variables from LE-VCFEM simulations. These homogenized quantities
include the macroscopic strain �e, plastic strain �ep, stress R and plastic work Wp The parameters are calibrated in the material
principal coordinate system following the procedure outlined for rate-independent materials with damage in [9] and for
rate-dependent materials without damage in [25].

Calibration of microstructure dependent parameters is performed for three different microstructural RVE’s. Two com-
puter generated RVE’s, denoted by RVE 1 and RVE 2, are shown in Fig. 5. The third RVE, denoted by RVE 3, is shown in
Fig. 1b and obtained from a micrograph of an actual microstructure of a cast aluminum alloy W319. The LE-VCFEM microm-
echanics model used for the RVE’s simulations is described in [8,26] and will not be repeated in this paper for sake of brevity.
The sets of LE-VCFEM parameters used for these simulations are reported in Tables 1 and 2. The plastic hardening curve of
the aluminum matrix without voids and particles used for the LE-VCFEM simulations is given in Fig. 6.

4.1. Plasticity parameters in the HCPD model

The plasticity material parameters of the rate-dependent HCPD model include bFðWPÞ; bGðWPÞ; bHðWPÞ (normalized with
respect to bCðWPÞ) in Eq. (22), Yf(WP) in Eq. (23), and C0 and P in Eq. (27). They are calibrated from the homogenized values of
state variables from micromechanics LE-VCFEM simulations. All of the parameters are calibrated in the material principal
coordinate system following the procedure described in [9,25]. Prior to the calibration of the plasticity parameters, the fourth
Computer generated microstructures with the following characteristics: (a) RVE 1: inclusion volume fraction 10% with 25 elliptical inclusions of
shape and orientation in a hardcore dispersion (48 lm � 48 lm), (b) RVE 2: inclusion volume fraction 15% with 20 identical elliptical inclusions in a

e dispersion (48 lm � 48 lm).



Table 1
Elastic and cracking properties of inclusion in LE-VCFEM [26].

RVE E (GPa) m rw (MPa) m v0 Pcr
frag ð%Þ

1 320 0.25 500 2.4 0.0040 97
2 320 0.25 500 2.4 0.0075 97
3 165 0.27 680 2.4 0.0036 55

Table 2
Elastic, plastic and void evolution properties of aluminum matrix in LE-VCFEM [26].

RVE E (GPa) m c0 (GPa�1 s�1) p f0 fc ff

1 & 2 72 0.22 8.086 1 0.01 0.15 0.25
3 70 0.35 8.086 1 0.01 0.15 0.25
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Fig. 6. Stress–strain (hardening) curve for the aluminum matrix used for the micromechanics LE-VCFEM simulations.
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order anisotropy elasticity tensor Ce is computed numerically by applying four independent macroscopic strains on an un-
loaded RVE and obtaining the resulting homogenized stress tensors. The strain increment �ezz ¼ � is applied using the general-
ized plane strain constraint conditions [20,26]. The macroscopic yield strength Yf(Wp) and the anisotropy parameters bFðWpÞ,bGðWpÞ and bHðWpÞ are calibrated from the homogenized responses of rate-independent LE-VCFEM simulations of the RVE.
The anisotropy parameters and yield strength are shown in Fig. 7. The viscoplastic material parameters C0 and P are cali-
brated following the procedure described in [25]. The homogenized viscoplastic parameters calibrated for the RVE’s 1, 2
and 3 are given in Table 3.

4.2. Damage parameters Q1 and Q2

Parameters Q1 and Q2 in Eq. (21), which govern the void evolution in the macroscopic rate-dependent HCPD model, are
calibrated from a set of LE-VCFEM micromechanical simulations of the RVE containing porous metallic matrix with inclu-
sions. Homogenization is performed on these micromechanical simulations and the calibration proceeds in the following
steps:

(1) A rate-independent LE-VCFEM simulation of the RVE is conducted with the applied macroscopic shear strain compo-
nents �exx ¼ 0; �eyy ¼ 0; �exy – 0. The initial averaged void volume fraction of the RVE is fo. The corresponding macro-
scopic stress tensor R and averaged void volume fraction f are evaluated and plotted as functions of the
macroscopic plastic work Wp. Since the normal stresses Rxx = Ryy = Rzz = 0 for this loading conditions, and also the
hydrostatic part of plastic strain �ep

kk ¼ 0, the void volume fraction does not change, i.e. f = fo. The parameter Q1 can
be solved from Eq. (21) as:
Q1 ¼
1
fo

1�
ffiffiffi
3
p

Rxy

Yf

 !
ð41Þ
(2) For calibrating Q2, micromechanical LE-VCFEM simulations are conducted for N different loading conditions with non-
zero, evolving void volume fraction. Loading conditions are prescribed with different macroscopic strain ratios
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Fig. 7. (a) Evolution of anisotropy parameters bF , bG and bH with plastic work for RVE 1 in Fig. 5(a), (b) yield stress in shear Yf with plastic work for RVE 1 in
Fig. 5a.

Table 3
Homogenized viscoplastic material parameters C0

and P.

RVE C0 (GPa�1 s�1) P

1 4.83 1
2 4.72 1
3 6.13 1
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�exx : �eyy : �exy. At the end of each strain increment homogenization is conducted and the tangent stiffness Etan
ijkl is evalu-

ated. Subsequently the material principal coordinate system is determined from Eq. (30). For a given value of plastic
work Wp, the parameter Q2 is evaluated from known values of bF ; bG; bH;Yf and Q1 by solving the minimization problem:
min
Q2

XN

i¼1

R2
eq

Y2
f

þ 2Q 1f cosh
3Q 2

2
Rhyd

Yf

 !
� 1� ðQ 1f Þ2

" #2

ð42Þ
It has been demonstrated in [9] that the calibrated values of Q1 and Q2 for the different RVE’s exhibit only minimal depen-
dence on plastic work. The calculated mean and standard deviation of Q1 and Q2 for the three RVE’s are listed in Table 4. The
standard deviations of Q1 and Q2 are very small compared to the mean values and hence Q1 and Q2 for each RVE are taken as
constants in the analyses, as concluded in [9]. The parameters Q1 and Q2 depend on the microstructure they are calibrated
for. The Q1 values are quite different from the value in the pure matrix material (q1 = 1.5). This variation is attributed mainly
to presence of inclusions with a volume fraction Vf.



Table 4
Mean and standard deviation of the calibrated parameters Q1 and Q2 for different RVE’s.

Mean of Q1 Standard dev. of Q1 Mean of Q2 Standard dev. of Q2

RVE 1 1.70 0.0065 1.04 0.0179
RVE 2 1.77 0.0026 1.09 0.0064
RVE 3 1.89 0.0103 1.01 0.0087
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4.3. Calibration of parameters in the void nucleation model

Calibration of parameters in the rate-dependent void nucleation criterion is executed in two steps. The first step involves
the calibration of local strain-rate dependent parameters e0 and m in Eqs. (36) and (37). The second step involves the cali-
bration of anisotropy parameters A(hp), B(hp) and C(hp) in Eq. (32) that are functions of the angle of principal strain hp. Rate-
dependent LE-VCFEM simulations with void evolution and inclusion cracking, along with rate-dependent HCPD model anal-
yses are conducted for calibrating the required parameters.

4.3.1. Parameters e0 and m
The parameters e0 and m in Eqs. (36) and (37), defining the area fraction of cracked particles at constant strain rate qcðê; _̂eÞ

are functions of the local strain rate. These two parameters govern the rate-dependency of damage evolution. In order to
calibrate e0 and m, a total of K micromechanical LE-VCFEM simulations with constant strain-rates spread evenly in the re-
quired range are performed for the macroscopic HCPD model. All the micromechanical simulations are performed under ap-
plied macroscopic strain conditions �exx – 0; �eyy ¼ 0; �exy ¼ 0. Thus ê in Eq. (32) reduces to ê ¼ A�e1 ¼ �e1 by setting the
parameter A(hp = 0�) = 1. For each of the K micromechanical simulations, e0 and m are calculated, so that a best fit is obtained
between the Eq. (36) or (37) and micromechanics results for the area fraction of cracked particles. Once the calibration is
completed for all the K applied strain rates, the parameters e0 and m can be expressed as functions of the local strain rate _̂e.

The two parameters are calibrated for RVE 1 shown in Fig. 5a. A total of K = 10 LE-VCFEM simulations with applied strain-
rates in the range 0.01–0.75 s�1 are performed. Fig. 8 shows the micromechanics result for the area fraction of cracked par-
ticles at an applied strain rate of 0.1 s�1 as a function of the principal strain �e1 along with the fitted curve of Eq. (37) for the
values e0 = 0.009739 and m = 3.11. Figs. 9 and 10 show the discrete calibrated values and the corresponding functional fit for
the parameters e0 and m calibrated for RVE 1. It is observed in Figs. 9 and 10 that there are two distinct mechanisms taking
place due to rate-dependency. At lower strain rates with inclusion cracking, voids start to nucleate near the tip of the cracked
inclusions and subsequently coalesce to cause matrix failure in the microstructure. This results in damage localization and
failure of the material. On the other hand, at higher strain rates, the matrix response is mainly elastic. Therefore void nucle-
ation in the matrix and growth is reduced and no damage localization occurs in the microstructure. This results in different
behavior of the e0 and m curves in the Figs. 9 and 10 for higher and lower strain rates.

4.3.2. Calibration of parameters A, B and C
In order to calibrate the anisotropy parameters A(hp), B(hp) and C(hp) in Eq. (32), a total of four LE-VCFEM simulations at a

strain-rate in the given range, used in Section 4.3.1, are executed. The four simulations with different loading conditions are:

(1) Tension in y-direction with constrained transverse strain components (exx = 0;eyy – 0;exy = 0).
(2) Biaxial tension (exx = eyy – 0;exy = 0).
(3) One simulation with strain ratios (exx > 0;eyy < 0;exy = 0).
(4) One simulation with strain ratios (exx < 0;eyy > 0;exy = 0).
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The anisotropy parameters A, B and C, expressed in terms of the principal strain angle hp, have functional forms of an el-
lipse in a polar plot. The angle corresponds to the principal strain angle hp and the radius is the value of the parameter. In
Section 4.3.1, the radius of the ellipse describing the parameter A at hp = 0� is set to 1. This value A(hp = 0�) = 1 is one of the
axes of the ellipse describing A. The other axis of the ellipse is obtained from the y-direction tension with constrained trans-
verse strain loading (1). The value of A at hp = 90� is evaluated by fitting either Eq. (36) or (37) with the micromechanics re-
sults. The values of e0 and m at the effective strain rate _̂e are obtained from the functional forms calibrated in Section 4.3.1.
For RVE 1 of Fig. 5a, the area fraction of fractured inclusion q is plotted as a function of the principal strain �e1 in Fig. 11 for
this loading condition. Fig. 12 shows the functional form of parameter A(hp).

Similar to A, the major and minor axes of the ellipse describing the parameter B can be obtained from the biaxial tension
loading test (2). Since for the biaxial tension test, the angle of principal strain hp = 0� or 90�, only one of the axes of the ellipse
needs to be determined. If the angle of principal strain is taken as hp = 0�, then A(hp) = 1 and the effective strain is
ê ¼ A�e1 þ B�e2. Once again, either Eq. (36) or (37) is fitted with the micromechanics result for the area fraction of cracked par-
ticles needed to evaluate the value of B at hp = 0�. The other axis of the B-ellipse can be obtained as:
Bðhp ¼ 90�Þ ¼ Aðhp ¼ 0�Þ þ Bðhp ¼ 0�Þ � Aðhp ¼ 90�Þ
The other two loading conditions, viz. (exx > 0;eyy < 0;exy = 0) and (exx < 0;eyy > 0;exy = 0) are used to calibrate the major and
minor axes of the elliptical form of the parameter C. The values of major and minor axes of A, B and C for RVE’s 1, 2 and 3 in
Figs. 5 and 1b are given in Table 5.

4.3.3. Calibration of parameter Vp

The parameter Vp in Eq. (40), which relates the rate of cracked inclusions to the rate of void nucleation in the rate-depen-
dent HCPD model, is evaluated iteratively by minimizing the difference between the LE-VCFEM micromechanical analyses
and rate-dependent HCPD macroscopic analyses, following the condition
min
Vp

XN

i¼1

XMi

j¼1

Rij
HCPD � Rij

micro

��� ���2

F
ð43Þ
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Table 5
Values of anisotropy parameters A, B and C at different principal strain angles hp. A(hp = 0�) = 1 for all RVE’s.

A(hp = 90�) B(hp = 0�) B(hp = 90�) C(hp = 0�) C(hp = 90�)

RVE 1 1.45 1.51 1.06 0.90 1.34
RVE 2 1.28 1.39 1.10 0.96 1.10
RVE 3 1.01 0.67 0.66 0.66 0.69
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Here N is the total number of simulations performed and Mi is the number of increments in the ith micromechanical sim-
ulation. The error is measured with the Frobenius norm of the stress difference between macroscopic and microscopic
simulations.
5. Validation of the rate-dependent HCPD model

The rate-dependent HCPD model is validated by comparing the results of macroscopic finite element simulations with
those obtained from the homogenization of micromechanics LE-VCFEM analyses. Since the rate-dependent HCPD model is
an extension of the model proposed in [9], validation presented in this section is focused on rate-dependent behavior, espe-
cially on the rate-dependent void-nucleation model. All macroscopic simulations in this section are conducted with the com-
mercial software MSC-Nastran Marc code, with a single four-noded QUAD4 element. Material properties used for the LE-
VCFEM micromechanics simulations are given in Tables 1 and 2 unless otherwise stated.

5.1. Viscoplastic response and void growth model

The RVE 1 in Fig. 5a has an inclusion volume fraction Vf = 10% and is characterized by a hard core dispersion of 25 elliptical
inclusions with random sizes, shapes (aspect ratios) and orientations. Micromechanical analyses of this RVE is used to val-
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idate the elastic–viscoplastic response of the HCPD model. Four different LE-VCFEM simulations with imposed simple shear
loading are conducted with different loading strain-rates _�exy and initial void volume fractions f0. The rate-dependent HCPD
model plasticity and void related parameters for the RVE are calibrated following the procedures described in Sections 4.1
and 4.2. The homogenized shear stress Rxy from LE-VCFEM simulations is compared with the macroscopic shear stress from
the rate-dependent HCPD model in Fig. 13. An excellent agreement is found between the two simulations.

Additional numerical experiments are undertaken to validate the macroscopic model for a x-direction tension with con-
strained transverse strain ð�exx – 0; �eyy ¼ 0; �exy ¼ 0Þ and an applied strain-rate _�exx ¼ 0:25 s�1. The response of the HCPD model
is compared with micromechanical simulation in Fig. 14. Again, an excellent agreement can be observed between the two
solutions.

5.2. Void nucleation model and changes in local strain-rate

The void nucleation model is validated by simulating RVE 1 again. Parameters e0, m, A, B and C are calibrated following the
procedure described in Section 4.3 and the functional fits of the local strain-rate dependent parameters e0 and m are shown
in Figs. 9 and 10. The major and minor axes of the ellipses describing the damage anisotropy parameters A, B and C are given
in Table 5. In order to validate the rate-dependent nucleation model, four micromechanics LE-VCFEM simulations are con-
ducted, they are:

(1) Tension in x-direction with constrained transverse strain ð�exx – 0; �eyy ¼ 0; �e�exy ¼ 0Þ at a loading strain-rate
_�exx ¼ 0:25s�1.

(2) Tension in x-direction with constrained transverse strain ð�exx – 0; �eyy ¼ 0; �exy ¼ 0Þ at a loading strain-rate _�exx ¼ 0:75s�1.
(3) Tension in x-direction with constrained transverse strain ð�exx – 0; �eyy ¼ 0; �exy ¼ 0Þ at an initial loading strain-rate

_�exx ¼ 0:25s�1, which is increased to _�exx ¼ 0:75s�1 at an applied strain �exx ¼ 0:6%.
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Fig. 13. Comparison of macroscopic stress–strain response in simple shear by the rate-dependent HCPD model and the micromechanical LE-VCFEM for RVE
1 in Fig. 5a. Different applied strain rates _�exy and initial void volume fractions f0 are considered.
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(4) Tension in x-direction with constrained transverse strain ð�exx – 0; �eyy ¼ 0; �exy ¼ 0Þ at an initial loading strain-rate
_�exx ¼ 0:75s�1, which is decreased to _�exx ¼ 0:25s�1 at an applied strain �exx ¼ 0:6%.

The homogenized responses of the LE-VCFEM micromechanics simulations are compared with the respective HCPD mod-
el simulation results in Figs. 15 and 16. For both HCPD and LE-VCFEM simulations, the macroscopic equivalent stress Req is
plotted as a function of the applied strain. The micromechanics simulations show discrete drops in stress due to explicit
inclusions cracking. However the HCPD model does not exhibit this behavior due to the continuous function used in the void
nucleation model. A very good match is found between the HCPD and micromechanical simulation results for all the cases.

The evolution of the macroscopic area fraction of cracked inclusions q obtained with the rate-dependent HCPD model are
plotted in Figs. 3 and 4 for loading cases (3) and (4) respectively. Loading (3) includes an instantaneous change in applied
strain rate from 0.25 s�1 to 0.75 s�1 at an applied strain �exx ¼ 0:6%, while loading (4) includes an instantaneous change in
strain rate from 0.75 s�1 to 0.25 s�1. The factor ~kH in Eq. (38) takes care of the instantaneous change in local strain rate, accel-
erating and stalling the nucleation of voids as required. The excellent matches in Figs. 15 and 16 confirm that the proposed
model captures with high accuracy instantaneous changes of local strain rate.
5.3. Void nucleation model and anisotropy

The ability of the rate-dependent void nucleation model to capture material anisotropy in damage is validated by com-
paring with the homogenized response of different micromechanical LE-VCFEM simulations subjected to different loading
conditions. Simulations are conducted for a number of applied macroscopic strain ratios ð�exx : �eyy : �exyÞ at an applied strain
rate maxðj _�eijjÞ ¼ 0:1s�1. The respective values of the parameters A, B and C are obtained from the calibrated elliptical forms
and the value of principal strain angle hp. The comparison between the LE-VCFEM micromechanics results and the HCPD
model results in Fig. 17 show excellent agreement.
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Fig. 15. Comparison of the macroscopic stress–strain responses by the rate-dependent HCPD model with LE-VCFEM simulations of RVE 1 in Fig. 5a for three
different loading conditions.
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Fig. 16. Comparison of the macroscopic stress–strain responses by the rate-dependent HCPD model with LE-VCFEM simulations of RVE 1 in Fig. 5a for three
different loading conditions.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 19. (a) Geometry of the square plate with symmetry boundary conditions for macroscopic analyses, (b) two sets of boundary conditions are considered
in addition to the symmetry boundary conditions: (1) uniaxial tensile loading in x-direction by prescribing displacement UA at x = 0, (2) biaxial tensile
loading by prescribing displacements UA at x = 0 and UB at y = 0.
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Fig. 20. Overall response of the structure in Fig. 19a subjected to an uniaxial tensile loading. The total reaction force Fx at the mid-section of the plate
(x = 576 lm) is plotted as function of the applied displacement ux = jUAj.

Fig. 21. Contour plots of macroscopic normal stress Rxx at an applied displacement ux = 4.800 lm obtained with: (a) micromechanical LE-VCFEM, and (b)
rate-dependent HCPD model.
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The final validation is performed to demonstrate the adequacy of the elliptical form in Fig. 12 for the nucleation anisot-
ropy parameters A, B and C. A number of LE-VCFEM simulations of RVE 1 with different loading ratios ð�exx : �eyy : �exy – 0Þ are



Fig. 22. (a) Micrograph taken from an actual W319 cast aluminum alloy imposed on the square plate. (b) Contour plot of microscopic normal stress rxx at an
applied displacement ux = 4.800 lm obtained with the micromechanical LE-VCFEM.
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performed. The value of parameter A is obtained from the ellipse, while the value of parameter C is independently calibrated
from the homogenized micromechanical response. In Fig. 18 it is compared with the elliptical form calibrated in Section 4.3
for C. From the figure, it is seen that the independently calibrated values are very close to the elliptical form obtained from
calibration. This validates the elliptical functional form used for describing the parameter C.

It is also important to note that LE-VCFEM simulations of RVE 1 for the two loading ratios �exx : eyy : exy ¼ �1 : 0:5 : 0:5 and
�exx : �eyy : �exy ¼ �1 : 0:5 : �0:5 show no inclusion cracking. For these loading ratios, the values of A and C obtained from the
ellipses using Eqs. 32 and 36 give a zero value for the area fraction of cracked inclusion q. Thus the anisotropy parameters
are also capable of predicting loading conditions for which no inclusion cracking occurs.
6. Macroscopic analysis

In this section, macroscopic simulations are conducted with the HCPF model to study the nucleation and growth of voids
in a square plate with a centered square hole. The plate is subjected to two different loading conditions. The geometrical
dimensions of the plate are given in Fig. 19a. Only quarter of the plate is modeled with appropriate symmetry boundary con-
ditions as illustrated in Fig. 19a. RVE 3 in Fig. 1b, taken from an actual cast aluminum alloy W319 microstructure as shown in
Fig.22a, is used for calibrating the rate-dependent HCPD model material parameters. Material parameters used for the LE-
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Fig. 23. Area fraction of cracked inclusions q at an applied displacement ux = 4.800 lm for the uniaxial loading condition (1) obtained with: (a) rate-
dependent HCPD model, (b) LE-VCFEM simulation of the actual microstructure, and (c) LE-VCFEM simulation of a periodically repeated microstructure.
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VCFEM simulations required are listed in Tables 1 and 2. The calibrated parameters associated with the GTN yield function
Eq. (21) and void nucleation are given in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 respectively.

Two different loading conditions are considered for the macroscopic simulations. They are:

(1) Uniaxial tension: In addition to the symmetry boundary conditions in Fig. 19a, a prescribed displacement
UA = �4.800 lm is applied in the x-direction on the left edge (x = 0) of the plate as shown in Fig. 19b. The bottom
of the plate (y = 0) is free of any prescribed displacement and no traction boundary conditions are applied. The total
time of the simulation is set to t = 0.0834 s.

(2) Biaxial tension: In addition to the symmetry boundary conditions, a total prescribed displacement UA = UB = �1.536 lm
is applied in the x-direction at the left edge of the plate (x = 0) and in the y-direction at the bottom edge of the plate
(y = 0). No traction boundary conditions are applied. The total time of simulation is set to t = 0.0267 s.

Microscopic analyses using LE-VCFEM are also conducted for comparison. The actual microstructure of a cast aluminum
alloy as observed from a micrograph is modeled with LE-VCFEM for the same loading conditions as for the macroscopic anal-
yses. The overall response of the structure, obtained by the HCPD model and LE-VCFEM analyses are shown in Fig. 20 for the
uniaxial tension loading condition (1). The total reaction force Fx in the mid-section of the plate (x = 576 lm) is plotted as a
function of the applied displacement ux = jUAj. The two responses match very well. A comparison of the macroscopic normal
stress Rxx at an applied displacement UA = �4.800 lm by the two models is also shown in Fig. 21. The corresponding contour
plot of the microscopic normal stress rxx obtained with LE-VCFEM is shown in Fig. 22b. The very good match between these
contour plots shows that the rate-dependent HCPD model is accurate in predicting macroscopic stresses in the structural
component undergoing void nucleation by inclusion cracking and subsequent void growth.

To further validate the HCPD model and especially the void nucleation model, the area fraction of cracked inclusion q by
the HCPD model in Fig. 23a is compared with that from micromechanics in Fig. 23b. An additional plot in Fig. 23c corre-
sponds to the area fraction of cracked inclusions obtained with LE-VCFEM for a microstructure generated by periodic repe-
tition of the RVE shown in Fig. 1b in each QUAD 4 element of Fig. 19. The HCPD model predictions agree well with that of
LE-VCFEM for the repeated RVE. However, the results for the actual microstructure in Fig. 23b are somewhat different.
The corresponding differences, defined as qdiff = jqHCPD � qLE�VCFEMj, for the different models are plotted in Fig. 24. The con-
tour plots confirm good agreement between the HCPD model and the LE-VCFEM with a repeated microstructure. The same
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Fig. 24. Difference in area fraction of cracked inclusions qdiff at an applied displacement ux = 4.800 lm for the uniaxial loading condition (1) between the
rate-dependent HCPD model and: (a) rate-dependent HCPD model, (b) LE-VCFEM simulation of the actual microstructure, and (c) LE-VCFEM simulation of a
periodically repeated microstructure.
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Fig. 25. Area fraction of cracked inclusions q at an applied displacement u = 1.536 lm for the biaxial loading condition (2) obtained with: (a) HCPD model,
(b) LE-VCFEM simulation of an actual microstructure, and (c) corresponding difference in qdiff.
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observations are made for the biaxial loading condition (2). Fig. 25 shows the agreement in area fraction of cracked inclu-
sions predicted by the two models.

The difference between the HCPD model and LE-VCFEM predictions for the actual microstructure in Figs. 24 and 25 is due
to the local variations of the microstructure that cannot be captured by the HCPD model. The HCPD model is based on
homogenization that uses periodicity. Since the nucleation model is primarily dependent on the size distribution of inclu-
sions within the RVE, the difference between the HCPD model predictions and LE-VCFEM results for an actual microstructure
must be related to the size of inclusions within the actual microstructure. To verify this assessment, an effective inclusion
size is computed for the local microstructures within each QUAD 4 element in the mesh of Fig. 19. This effective inclusion
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Fig. 26. Contour plot of dH

diff showing the variation of the effective size dw in the actual microstructure.
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size dw is a weighted size average defined as ðdHÞ2 ¼
P

wiðdiÞ2P
wi

, where di ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
aibi

p
is the size of the ith inclusion within the ele-

ment (ai and bi are the major and minor axes). The weighting function wi = (di)2 is designed to give more weight to the larger
inclusions that control damage nucleation in the microstructure. Fig. 26 shows the variation of the effective inclusion size
within the actual microstructure, measured as a difference from the effective inclusion size as:
dH

diff ¼
dH � dH

RVE

��� ���
max dH � dH

RVE

��� ���	 
 ð44Þ
where dH

diff is normalized with respect to the largest difference found in all elements. It is seen that the regions corresponding
to the largest differences between the HCPD model and LE-VCFEM predictions in Figs. 24 and 25 correlate well with large
values of dH

diff in Fig. 26.

7. Conclusions

An accurate and computationally efficient, rate-dependent homogenization based continuum plasticity damage (HCPD)
model is developed for macroscopic analysis of ductile fracture in heterogeneous porous ductile materials in this paper.
The rate-dependent HCPD model follows the structure of an anisotropic Gurson–Tvergaard–Needleman elasto-porous-plas-
ticity model for ductile materials. Material anisotropy is determined by the morphology of the microstructure, as well as evo-
lution of plastic deformation and damage. This anisotropy in plastic behavior is modeled with a set of anisotropy parameters,
which evolve as a function of the plastic work. The entire rate-dependent HCPD model is expressed in an evolving material
principal coordinate system, in which the material remains orthotropic throughout the deformation history. The model
parameters are calibrated from the homogenization of microstructural variables obtained from LE-VCFEM simulations of
the RVE.

The model also incorporates a unique rate-dependent void nucleation criterion that is capable of effectively simulating
the loss of load carrying capacity of heterogeneous materials resulting from inclusion cracking and void growth. This model
incorporates the effects of loading strain-rates on damage through the use of two parameters, viz. e0 and m, which are func-
tions of the local strain rate. The nucleation model also incorporates the anisotropy in damage evolution using three direc-
tion dependent parameters A, B and C. These are rate-independent and can be calibrated at any strain-rate. Numerical
examples are conducted for a variety of loading conditions, such as different strain rates, instantaneously varying strain rates
and different loading strain ratios. In all the cases, the rate-dependent HCPD model results show excellent agreement with
the homogenized micromechanics results. Above all, the rate-dependent HCPD model has a huge advantage in terms of com-
putational efficiency over explicit micromechanics simulations. The time taken to simulate both the rate-dependent HCPD
model and the micromechanical LE-VCFEM model are compared to estimate the computational time advantage due to the
HCPD model. The HCPD model shows a 1 � 106 � 2 � 106 efficiency gain in computational time over LE-VCFEM, which
makes the rate-dependent HCPD model a very effective tool in making macroscopic damage predictions.
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